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Introduction

The Mission of Mountain Sky Conference Circuits

Mountain Sky Conference Circuit groups are intentional small groups of clergy and/or laity that
joyfully and intentionally connect members of the Body of Christ with God and with one another.
Circuits exist to foster joy, connection, and trust among lay and clergy leaders in the Mountain

Sky Annual Conference. (2021)

The Circuit Rewire
Circuits in the Mountain Sky Conference have long existed to provide peer support and

connection for church leadership. These Circuits provided opportunities for Mountain Sky clergy
to meet for support, accountability, and hopefully, innovative collaboration. The expressions of
these Circuits varied slightly, and while many Circuits continued to thrive, others experienced
scattered success and a waning of enthusiasm. It also became clear that many laity in
leadership had difficulty feeling connected to each other and to their clergy colleagues.
To address these concerns, the MSC partnered with Ministry Incubators for a design sprint on
February 20, 2021 to engage in a group design process aimed at identifying needs, aspirations,
and design possibilities for a revised Circuit program for the conference.
This design sprint allowed us to identify a number of needs to be addressed  by a revised Circuit
program. These included:

● Isolation and lack of connection
● Lack of support
● Lack of time
● Poor communication
● Lack of training (this need appeared as a strong need from laity but not from clergy)
● Desire for creativity
● Longing for unconditional acceptance
● Feelings of being “lost in the wilderness”

In addition, this group generated ideas for what a more satisfactory Circuit program would look
like. Clear support existed for ideas such as:

● Choosing your own circuit group
● Creating interest-driven groups
● Creating regular “on/off ramps” for people joining or exiting Circuit groups
● Having the freedom to dream within a Circuit group
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● Laity forming lay-focused groups
● Making a special effort to invite laity into Circuit groups
● Scheduling meetings at times that don’t conflict with work responsibilities (this desire

was voiced strongly by laity)

Following this feedback, a small writing team of attendees from the reVision Sprint worked with
Ministry Incubators to create a possible shape for a revised Circuit program. As such, the Circuit
Rewire was born. The current iteration of the Circuit Rewire involves a Wesleyan Sensibility as
well as engagement with the “Circuit Tree.” We’ve also included a continued focus on
discipleship, which was present in the previous Circuit system. You can read more about these
below. Further information on the design of Circuits can be found in “Circuit Expectations and
Goals.”

A Wesleyan Sensibility
Connectionalism runs deep in the veins of United Methodism, and as a result,

Methodists (like Wesley himself) place a high value on the practice of “Christian conferencing.”
This is how the practice of “annual” conferencing arose; it was a time for preachers—circuit
riders—to gather to give thanks to God for living through the year (literally), and to give each
other encouragement for the risky work of ministry in the year to come.

At the same time, Wesley recognized that it was the laity who make the church visible in
the world: “it is the laity who bear the name of Christ into the shops and marketplaces of the
world” (Outler, 1971). Laity led “societies'' (congregations) often had to wait months for their turn
with the ordained preacher assigned to their circuit. In addition, every Christian with or without a
formal leadership role proclaims Christ in the way we live our lives each day. This is why the
church exists—to be “a sign, instrument and foretaste” of God’s redeeming grace for the whole
world (Newbigin, 1989). We are not here for ourselves; we are sent as Christ’s envoys to bear
God’s good news in human form. “As the Father has sent me,” Jesus told his disciples, “so I
send you” (John 20:21).

So in both ecclesiology and mission, Methodists (lay and ordained) need each other,
encourage each other, pray for each other. Wesley saw this “Connexion” to one another as a
distinctive feature of the people called Methodists. For Wesley, this unity was embodied in the
small groups of believers (“bands” and “societies”) who were deeply committed to God and to
one another. These small groups served as the heartbeat of the Methodist movement. In the
revised Circuits program, they form the heartbeat of the Mountain Sky Annual Conference as
well.
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Understanding the Circuitry / “Circuitree”

Imagine a tree as the image that guides the Mountain Sky Annual Conference’s Circuit program:

● The soil that the tree is rooted in is the love of God in Jesus Christ, which transforms the
seed into a green shoot of growth and nurtures its roots to give rise to lives of joy,
connection, and trust. These virtues are all outward-facing virtues: not only do they
describe the life of the leader, but they describe the congregation that adopts these
virtues as well--virtues that bear witness to the power of God's redemptive grace. In turn,
congregation members nurture seeds of joy, connection, and trust in their wider
neighborhood--and so it goes, until "the Kin-dom of God is at hand." If Jesus Christ is
God's holy disruption--the rock thrown into the middle of pond--Circuit groups represent
a ripple that sets in motion successive ripples of joy, connection, and trust in the
communities around us, until all people have experienced the power of God's
redemptive grace and love.

● The roots and trunk of the tree are composed of the three core values of the program,
which are also the program’s desired outcomes: joy, connection, and trust.

● The tree’s branches host the four purposes a Circuit group might serve:
o Community transformation
o Creative ministry
o Mutual support
o Continuing education
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Your group will define your chosen purposes as you desire; these branches are intended to
indicate a general trajectory, and we anticipate that the lines between them will be a little blurry.
As an example, some members of the writing team observed that “mutual support” was actually
the purpose of every Circuit group, rather than a branch of the tree unto itself. Of course, this is
absolutely true.  We have retained a branch called “mutual support” only to make it absolutely
clear that it is not necessary for a Circuit group to “produce” or “accomplish” anything (although
some groups will do just that). However, others may decide that the camaraderie of meeting
together with trusted colleagues for care, support, and delight will be purpose enough.

Focused on Discipleship

The previous Circuit system was “focused on discipleship,” meaning all Circuit activities
should be designed to strengthen disciple-making ministry within the circuit, focusing in the
areas of Devotion, Worship, Mercy, and Justice. A disciple is defined by the Mountain Sky
Conference as “someone whose life is being transformed by the love of God the creator,
through the power of the Holy Spirit, and by following the way of Jesus Christ.” The Circuit
Rewire still holds the value of discipleship, and maintains this value through its goals of
increasing joy, fostering connection, and generating trust in the Circuit system.

Circuit Overview, Expectations, and Goals

The overarching goal of the Circuit Rewire is to to increase joy, foster connection, and
generate trust among lay and clergy leaders in the Mountain Sky Annual Conference.

These groups embody the conference’s trust of its clergy and lay leaders to know their
own needs for ministry, and therefore offers each leader the freedom to choose how a Circuit
group can best meet those needs. The conference, therefore, strives to leverage its convening
and networking power in order to sufficiently support a Circuit structure that makes group
participation a joy rather than a burden.

Circuit Program
The Circuit Rewire prioritizes self-directed learning and peer accountability over

conference oversight. Here’s what that means:
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“The Conference” as a Blessing-Giver
In order to make room for creative freedom for all of our Circuits, MSC seeks to bless

and support Circuit members and leaders rather than decide the parameters on how a Circuit
meets and gathers. MSC recruited a Conference Circuit Host in 2021 to work collaboratively
with Circuit leaders and members in Circuit developments, execution, and ongoing revisions.

Open/Closed Circuit Period

Each year will contain an “open” and a “closed” Circuit period. During the “open” Circuit
period, new circuits and individuals may sign up to start or join a Circuit. The “open” Circuit
period will take place during Annual Conference each year, and will close at the end of the
calendar year, giving approximately 6 months of an open Circuit period for groups and
individuals to decide if they wish to continue in current circuits, or try something new. Circuits will
continue to meet as desired throughout the open Circuit period, or hit pause as needed. Come
January of each new year, Circuits will begin to meet and/or welcome new members as they
prepare to embark on their next year of gathering.

This open/closed Circuit period gives Circuit members and/or leaders an opportunity to
gracefully end or exit a Circuit, or to remain in a Circuit and continue deepening relationships
they made.

Circuit Expectations/Guidelines

Circuits are encouraged to be made up of at least 4-8 people and to meet for 12-20
hours over the course of a year. How they do that, and how they organize themselves, is up to
them. They are invited to operate as crucibles for creativity and relationships, rather than as
vehicles for gathering and disseminating conference information.

It is desired that the relationships built through Circuits will allow members of Circuits to
check-in with one another and hold each other accountable for their participation. Circuits
remain a requirement for clergy persons, and are optional for lay persons.

The Circuit Rewire gives clergy and laity the opportunity to choose a Circuit based on
their own interests, preferences, and in some cases, availability. This “choose your own
adventure” model seeks to further a horizontal structure of accountability in place of the
conference placing clergy into Circuits that may not be a good fit for them.t

Circuit programming, structure, leadership, and curriculum will be decided on by Circuit
leaders and members. Potential questions to ask regarding Circuit components may be:

1. Is my idea centered around joyfully and intentionally connecting members of the Body of
Christ with God and with one another?

2. Will my group invite joy, connection, and trust among lay and clergy leaders in the
Mountain Sky Annual Conference?

3. Will my group be able to commit to meeting for 12-20 hours over the course of a year?
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A circuit can consist of all-clergy, all-laity, or a combination, and can be convened on a topic,
theme, or “gathering principle” of the Circuit Leader’s choosing, in consultation with the
Conference Circuit Host and Circuit Members.

Circuit Leader Expectations

While a Circuit may operate in a shared leadership model (and is encouraged to do so),
each Circuit is expected to have at least one point-of-contact to serve as the Circuit Leader for
connecting with the Circuit Host and helping organize logistics for members in their Circuits.
This is a volunteer role that begins during the open-circuit period, and renews at each annual
conference by mutual consent.

A Circuit Leader is also someone who is willing to promote their Circuit and invite others
to join, to lead (or facilitate) the Circuit at each session or delegate who will, and to provide
monthly feedback to the Conference Circuit Host as to how the process is working and what
might need to change.

Circuit leaders can expect to budget 1 hour per week or 4 hours per month for this role.
They report to the Conference Circuit Host, and will work closely with clergy, laity, and other
Mountain Sky stakeholders involved in the Circuit program. A Circuit Leader is responsible for
convening and facilitating a circuit group of at least 4-8 members to meet between 12-20 hours
between Annual Conferences. They will also be invited to attend a five-part Launch and Sustain
virtual cohort, led by Ministry Incubators Staff and the Conference Circuit host, once monthly
between December 2021 and March 2022. These gatherings will be approximately 60-90
minutes each, and will be communicated by the Conference Circuit Host.
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